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Loving Touch razors and shave gels have been speciﬁcally designed
to make you feel special and sexy, no matter the occasion. Enriched
with Aloe Vera, Vitamin E, and Olive extracts, Loving Touch protects
and nourishes your skin as you shave, for that soft silky feeling.
Loving Touch: Love Yourself.

BULOVA
96P144
R4999.00
96R154
R24199.00
63R138
R18659.00

Photographer:
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Hair & Make-up:
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Model:
Jessica Mahlekisi (FanJam)
Lingerie by Edgars:
Scandal Animal Printed T-shirt
Bra R299.95 / Brazilian R149.95
Watch by: Gaga
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WE CHAT TO
KERRY-LEE COUSINS’
AGENCY, MODA MODEL
MANAGEMENT, ON HOW
WINNING THE COVER
SEARCH 2014 HAS IMPACTED
HER CAREER.
Since winning our first ever cover search,
Kerry-Lee Cousins has shot to stardom,
featuring in numerous TV commercials and
landing a coveted spot amongst the World
Swimsuit models as a rookie for their 2015
Swimsuit issue.
Kerry-Lee has become an
ambassador for the world’s number one supplement
brand GNC, and looking at that hot bod it’s not hard
to see why.
Kerry-Lee recently returned from shooting in Mauritius for
Hunter’s and is very busy with projects that we can’t talk
about just yet, so keep an eye out for this rising star!

7

call off the search
Beautiful, statuesque Jessica Mahlekisi overcame all other contenders
to win this year’s SA Lingerie Cover Search. Here’s what she has to say
about the experience, and life in general.
jessicamahlekisi

THE STORY OF HOW YOU WON THE 2015 COVER SEARCH IS AN
INSPIRING ONE. TELL US ABOUT IT.
When I first heard about Cover Search in 2014, it was already too late to enter. So
when the competition took off this year I finally gathered my wits and filled out an
online application, even though I doubted I was ready. I joked to my friends and
family that I was going to win, but I only felt I was in with a real chance when I saw
that I was at the top of the leader board.
WHAT HAS WINNING THE COVER SEARCH MEANT TO YOU?
You can be confident in yourself and your ability to fulfil your dreams, but a time
comes when you need to be reassured that others see what you think you see in
yourself. That is what winning has meant for me, psychologically. Professionally,
winning the Cover Search has been like opening a huge door that leads to the heart
of the industry. It feels like the beginning of big things for me.
WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE LINGERIE STYLE?
My lingerie style is classic, yet sexy. I love Mesh and lace, but ultimately comfort
comes first.
WHEN DID YOU FIRST BECOME INTERESTED IN MODELLING?
That would have been in Grade 9. Growing up, I wanted to try everything. I took
dancing, acting and singing classes, and then one day I woke up and decided I
wanted to be a model. My mother was convinced it was just another phase, but
fast forward a few years and here I am modelling full-time, with the walls of my
home covered in images of Joëlle Kayembe, Chanel Iman, Naomi Campbell and
Cindy Crawford!

jessicamahleks

IN WHICH DIRECTION DO YOU LEAN, FASHION-WISE?
My biggest style inspiration is Rihanna, because she managed to change her entire
brand through her choice in clothes. Her style is innovative, daring and expressive,
and that’s what I aspire to in my own choice of clothes.
TELL US A BIT ABOUT WHERE YOU COME FROM.
I was born in Daveyton, a township located in Benoni, Johannesburg. Just before
high school I moved to Cashan, a suburb of Rustenburg in the largely rural
Northwest Province. It was a real shock: a very different environment, new friends,
new school and a new home, but I reckon it played a vital part in the formation of
my character.
WHAT ARE YOUR INTERESTS, OUTSIDE OF YOUR CAREER?
My interests range from art to fashion, and from human psychology to the
Kardashians (I can’t wait until Kendall and Kylie get their own spin-off show…).
WHAT KEEPS YOU GROUNDED?
My best friends, siblings and the things my late parents taught me while they were
alive. Most importantly, God.
WHAT MUSIC DO YOU HAVE LOADED AT THE MOMENT?
A bit of old school, like Barry White and A Tribe Called Quest, and then some
newcomers like Mike Jenkins, FKA twigs and PartyNextDoor
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU OFFER TO ASPIRING MODELS IN
SOUTH AFRICA?
If you can dream it you can achieve it, though you have to work hard and be
persistent at all times. ◊

In the first
week of the Cover
Search the SA Lingerie page
had over 46 000 page views.
The Cover Search had almost
500 000 views at the closing date
of the competition which ran over
a 2 month period.
There were just under 500 entries
Over 61,000 votes were cast over
the 2 month period.
Entries for next year’s Cover
Search will open in June 2016
www.salingerie.co.za

WRITTEN BY: ANDREA CHILCOTT | PHOTOGRAPHER: FANIE NEL @FAN JAM CONCEPTS | MODELS AGENCY: FAN JAM MODELS
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Kangol
2pk Multi-way Bra R199.95

EdgarsFashion

edgarsfashion

EdgarsFashion

bridal Secrets
EdgarsFashion

10

edgarsfashion

EdgarsFashion

Sissy Boy
From left to right
Lurex Chemise R369.95
Lurex Bra R219.95 / Lurex Thong R89.95

11

Temptations
From left to right
2pk Lurex Bra R199.95
2pk Lurex Thong R99.95
2pk Bra R299.95 / 2pk Thong R199.95

12

pastel princesses

Shelley
2pk Lace Bra R199.95
2pk Lace Boyleg R149.95
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14

EDGARS
Free 2bu
From Left to Right
3pk Multi-way Bra R199.95 / 2pk Thong R89.95
2pk Printed Bra R179.95 / 2pk Printed Boyleg R119.95
3pk Printed Multi-way Bra R199.95 / 2pk Thong R89.95

Bright young things

EDGARS
Free 2bu
3pk Multi-way Bra R199.95
2pk Thong R89.95

15

dangerous curves

Sissy Boy
Bra R199.95
Bikini Bottoms R109.95

Below Left and Right
Free 2bu
2pk Bra R129.95
2pk Thong R89.95
Shelley
2pk Lace Bra R199.95
2pk Boyleg R149.95

Scandal Animal Detail Bra
R299.95 / Thong R139.95

Free 2bu
2pk Printed Bra R129.95
2pk Printed Thong R89.95
16
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let’s get physical

Everlast
2pk Low Impact Sports Bra R199.95
3pk Bikini Bottoms R149.95

Everlast 2pk High Impact Sports Bra R299.95 / 3pk Bikini Bottoms R149.95

Everlast
2pk Low Impact Sports Bra R199.95
3pk Bikini Bottoms R149.95
18
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Shock Absorber
2pk Sports Bra R339.95
20

21

Everlast
Medium Impact Bra R189.95
3pk Bikini Bottoms R149.95

22

Photographer: Garreth Barclay (AgencyBook) Make-up: Sian Moss (One League) Hair: Merle Titus (Infidels) Stylist: Chrisna De Bruyn (One League) Styling Assistant:
Joni Blud. Models: Charie (Outlaws), Olayinka (Max Models), Carly Lottering (FanJam), Candice Boucher (Outlaws), Leslie Allen (Fusion Model Management )

SECRETS OF THE

WORLD
ESCAPISM STARTS AT HOME
NOW AVAILABLE IN ALL STORES

IMAGES OF DANIELLA:
FRANKIE RIZE

An eye for
unforgettable beauty
SA Lingerie talks one-on-one with the fabulous Swedish fashion
photographer Daniella Midenge
Daniella-Midenge-Photographs

daniellamidenge

w

www.midenge.com

Swedish photographer Daniella Midenge has a love affair with
the female form, which comes through strongly in her memorable
work for multinational fashion brands like Guess. Jo Frey asked
her a few questions…

experiences and interests have given me more flexibility in my professional
life. I am so thankful for the fact that I am able to work with what I love. I
think I have no hobbies left anymore because everything I like in life has
become a part of my job!

There is an undeniable sultriness to your work, especially the black
and white female nudes you’ve shot for various global fashion
brands and glossy magazines. What is it about the female form that
fires your imagination?
I was never really good with flowers and towers. I’m far more comfortable
with human faces and bodies. I try to work with models who have lived a
little. You can retouch a wrinkle or two, but no technology can put that telltale look in a person’s eyes. I think that’s where the sexiness comes from.

You mentioned how as a teen you use to pull apart copies of Vogue and
Arena and paper your room with the work of fashion photographers
like Peter Lindbergh and Hans Feurer. Which photographers do you
admire today?
I still admire those photographers, and a whole lot of others, like David
Bellemere, Mikael Jansson, Elizaveta Porodina and Sölve Sundso, and
the serial collaborators Mert Alas and Marcus Piggott. What I admire in a
photographer is the ability to make images that remain incredibly powerful
and inspiring years after they are taken.

You worked some interesting gigs before becoming a
photographer: painting, doing make-up for drag queens in gay
clubs in Stockholm, etc. How have those experiences served you
in your photography career?
I still do make-up and hair from time to time, on some of my shoots. It
gives me great joy because I can translate the look I have in my head
directly instead of communicating it to someone else. I think those early

Tell us about your most exciting projects.
The campaign I worked on for Guess accessories and lingerie was a pretty
amazing experience. A model I had shot for a small jewellery brand in
Germany happened to be working in Los Angeles, and her portfolio landed
in the hands of Guess co-founder Paul Marciano. He had his people track
me down and a month later we were meeting in Paris! As to other highlights,

continued...pg 28

GILLIAN KING, SA 2013

WRITTEN BY: JO FREY
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LEGS, GERMANY 2013

MICHELLE VAN VUUREN, PARIS 2010
26
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MEGAN WILLIAMS FOR GUESS 2013

continued from...pg 24
it’s really hard for me to say because every job is a little story
on its own. I love that. I love all the things that happen behind
the scenes that nobody sees, which make the pictures turn out
the way they do.
You have spoken before about your ability to establish
trust with your models. How do you build that trust?
It starts with the existing work. If models see that you do
great work, they begin to give themselves over to you. I
always try to bring out the best in my models by finding
their best angles, focusing on their best features, and so
forth. I go to great lengths to discover what make-up, hair
and styling approach is going to work best for a particular
person. I become more hung up on getting the model right
than I do the light! I build everything around the model.
Is there any one model you would call your muse?
I fall in love with the one I’m shooting in the present
moment. In that moment, that person is my muse. Until
the next one walks in…

Do you have a favourite South African city?
Cape Town! It is small enough to make you feel at home in a week but
exciting enough to keep you exploring until your visa expires.
Where do you feel most at home in the world?
I would say Berlin, where I have a home, and Stockholm, my hometown.
Having said that, I’m starting to feel like it’s time to move on. I know these
places so well by now and I want to keep developing.
What’s next on your work schedule? Any interesting personal projects?
It’s personal! ◊

LUCAS GARCEZ
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MIRIAM ADLER, BERLIN 2012
29

CHLOE PORTELA,
HAMBURG 2014

BERLIN, 2013
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ALINA DORONINA, HAMBURG 2012
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YAYA KOSIKOVA, LOS ANGELES 2013

A HISTORY OF MODERN.

and Bulova are registered trademarks. © 2015 Bulova Corporation. 98P134

BULOVA DIAMONDS
Classic. Modern. Exquisite. A collection crafted with
hand-set diamonds, to match every woman’s personal
style. Established on Maiden Lane in New York City in
1875 with a passion for artistry and innovation, Bulova
has become a leader in diamond timepieces.

BULOVA.COM

98P134
Price: R 5 999.00

011 883 8493

www.jptime.co.za

info@jpkruger.co.za

@BulovaWatchesSA

Bulova Watches SA

What’s your
lingerie personality?

For most women lingerie is like a delicious secret, one only she and her guy knows about. It’s like a secret identity she hides under her clothes, like a superhero/
femme fatale. You could take a guess at what lies beneath that flowing summer dress or fitted pencil skirt, but the chances are you’d be wrong. Perhaps she isn’t
wearing anything at all?
Whether she’s the kind of woman who prefers a comfortable pair of black, practical briefs or a racy lacy number that would have her mother blushing, every girl’s
panty pantry gives a lot of insight into the woman she is. So, what does your underwear choice say about your personality? And who is your “spirit angel”?
WRITTEN BY: CELEST L NIRENSTEIN

You wear: Thongs
You’re practical, but have a seriously sexy side too.
And of course you have a great butt! A thong is
the staple of the Alpha Female, the leader of
the pack. You know what you want, and what
you want is a flawless derriere minus the
telltale lines. You’re the one your friends look
to for wardrobe advice – and pretty much
everything else. They know they’ll get good,
honest advice. You’re confident, comfortable
with your body and definitely not scared to get
naked! Did you say party? You love a good one and
you’re most likely to be the girl egging on the DJ to
pump up the volume.
Your celeb spirit angel: Alessandra Ambrosio

You wear: Brazilians
You don’t waste time on frilly, fussy-looking lingerie, you’ve got the world to
conquer! You’re also sporty and sexy – a winning combo!
Nothing looks quite as adorable as a pert butt in a
pair of flirty Brazilian shorts. You’re the kind of
woman who dresses for herself and your style
is easy going and free. You’re always the
life of the party, but you’re the kind of friend
your BFFs can depend on and if they want to
leave, you’ve got their back! Gregarious and
charming, you’re also comfortable in your own
company and seek solitude and focus from
time to time.
Your celeb spirit angel: Behati Prinsloo

THONGS

BRAZILIANS

You wear: Bikinis
You’re into clean lines, but comfort is also high on
your list. You would much rather be snuggled up on
the couch with a glass of wine and a Suits marathon
than have to wobble your way through a party in a pair
of sky-high heels. You definitely don’t sweat the small
stuff and as a serial relaxer, you are super chilled and would
rather spend your time doing sweet nothing. You might be seen
dancing at music festivals, but you’re not the girl who can’t find her
tent… Your dream day would be spent lying on a white sandy
beach somewhere, catching rays with a gorgeous guy, sipping
cocktails from coconuts and washing your worries away in the
ocean. You were made for the island life.
Your celeb spirit angel: Candice Swanepoel

BIKINIS

BRIEFS

You wear: Boy shorts
You’re laidback, but with the fire of ambition burning in that
toned belly. Your brain is on your next big project or your
impeding promotion. People often consider you to be quiet and
shy, but you’re definitely not meek. You like to keep to yourself
because you know it’s the best way to get the work done. You’re loyal to
a fault and will always stand up for the underdog. You keep your close friends
close – they’re like a family to you. Getting away from it all isn’t the same without them –
you love a good road trip with your mates.
Your celeb spirit angel: Elsa Hosk

BOY SHORTS

You wear: Nada! Go commando!
You’re either very easy going, a bit forgetful, or a bit of a rebel.
Perhaps you’re the kind of woman who doesn’t have time to think
about something as arbitrary as underwear when there are world
issues to be solved. Why would you want to make extra laundry
when you can forgo the laundromat by skipping out on panties all
together? Plus it’s probably better for the environment all round.
You’re a thinker and a problem solver. You would rather spend your
time enjoying the sunshine than sitting inside folding your delicates. You
live life with zest and passion, and you find the endless beauty in every
single thing. You’re genuine, and it shines through.
Celeb spirit angel: Sara Sampaio

www.jptime.co.za

info@jpkruger.co.za

@GagaMilanoSA

Gaga Milano Watches South Africa

You wear: G-strings
You’re one hot mama and aren’t afraid to
flaunt it! You’re a free spirited woman
who marches to the beat of her own
drum. That’s why guys are drawn to
hanging out with you and you generally
prefer their company to spending time
with women. You put everyone at ease
in your company, and you’re never afraid
of that last shot of tequila and always up for a
dare. You challenge authority and this sometimes
gets you into trouble, but you wouldn’t have it any other
way. You say it how it is, and people respect you for this.
Your idea of a good break is a backpack, a plane ticket to
somewhere exotic and a flexible schedule. You like to take
things as they come.
Your celeb spirit angel: Stella Maxwell

G-STRING

COMMANDO

011 883 8493

You wear: High-waists or briefs
There are two things about you that
make you likable and awesome.
Firstly, you like to be comfortable and
you couldn’t care less what anyone
thinks about your underwear choices,
or anything about you for that matter.
Secondly, you’re dead quirky and
you’re cool with it. You’re a woman
who prefers a good book to a TV series,
and can tell your Bordeaux from your Syrah.
You’re sophisticated and grown up, but you know
how to turn up the sexy and the fun when it counts. A plush
restaurant with a guy of your choice is your idea of a great
time. Just as long as the good conversation flows, you’re a
happy gal.
Your celeb spirit angel: Lily Aldridge
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Necklace - Lulu Belle . Dress - Valentino @Ice Cherry. Stack Rings - Lovisa

She’s the alluring seductress of the evening,
standing out from the crowd.
A secret wink, a shared moment, a guilty pleasure…
Wink: A rich, indulgent liqueur, flavoured with notes
of vanilla and sweet custard.

The Ultimate Indulgence.
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From left to right: Suit -Hilton Weiner . Suit - House of Monatic. Dress- Ice Cherry. Bracelets - Lovisa. Earrings-Lulu Belle. Mask - Annies Wardrobe. Dress - Valentino @Ice Cherry. Necklace - Lulu Belle.
Stack Rings - Lovisa. Suit - House of Monatic. Bow Tie - Annies Wardrobe. Kimono - Jenni Button. Necklace - Lulu Belle. Shoes - Ice Cherry. Mask - Annies Wardrobe. Suit - House of Monatic. Waistcoat Annies Wardrobe. Watch - American Swiss
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(Left Page) from left to right: Suit - Hilton Weiner. Suit - House of Monatic. Suit - Hilton Weiner. Bow Tie - Annies Wardrobe. Kimono - Jenni Button. Necklace - Lulu Belle. Shoes - Ice Cherry. Rings - Lovisa.
Body Chain - Lovisa. Suit - House of Monatic. Cufflinks - American Swiss. (This Page) Suit - House of Monatic. Cufflinks - American Swiss. Dress - Ice Cherry. Earrings - Lulu Belle. Stack Rings - Lovisa.
Purple Ring - Lulu Belle. Bracelets - Lulu Belle. Mask - Annies Wardrobe.

44
45

(Left Page) Purple Ring - Lulu Belle. Stack Rings - Lovisa. (This Page) Bolero - Annies Wardrobe. Necklace - Lulu Belle.
Photographer: Jacques Weyers (AgencyBook) Make-up: Daleen Stewart (SixLove) Hair: Merle Titus (Infidels) Stylist: Chloe Andrea Models: Sigmonne (D&A), Lene’ (Outlaws), Elizabeth (Max Models),
Lewelen (ICE), Dapo (Moda Model Management), Irvine (D&A), Ryan Swart (Topco) Location: Murano Bar at 15 on Orange Hotel

6
TOP
TIPS

Feel good
in your own skin

FOR LOOKING GREAT IN LINGERIE

MAKEUP

LIGHTING EXERCISE
No-one looks good in harsh lighting, so turn
off the ceiling lights and use multiple lamps
for a soft diffuse glow. Pro Secret: keep a few
low-wattage bulbs around (or, even better, ones
with a soft blush tint), and switch them in for
instant mood-lighting that looks great on every
skin-tone!

A little exercise goes a long way. Exercise will
actually make your muscles look tighter and
leaner for a good few hours, so be sure to get a
mini-workout in on the day of your big date, even
if it’s not part of your normal routine.

CONTOURING

LUSCIOUS LEGS

COMFORTABLE

It’s not just for the cheekbones! A light dusting
of bronzer can make your cleavage look deeper,
and your tummy slimmer. Don’t overdo it,
though, or you’ll end up looking like a bad
Photoshop job!

Two-piece or teddy, stockings or bare, lingerie’s
all about the legs. Make yours silky-smooth with
a good razor (be sure to use an enriched shave
gel to keep your skin happy), and moisturiser.
A little shimmer never hurt either!

It’s hard to feel sexy when you’re constantly
re-adjusting things. Make sure to get lingerie
that fits you right, and don’t force yourself into
something that doesn’t. Remember: the key to
looking great is feeling great. Comfort counts.

Lingerie is all about the subtle promise.
Your makeup should hint and whisper,
not shout from the rooftops. (And don’t
forget: that model’s heavy makeup is
designed for the photographer’s lights,
not the bedroom!)

TRIUMPH

grand chic
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TriumphSA

triumph_sa

Second Skin Bodydress R279.95
Forever Sensual WP R249.95

triumphsa

49

TRIUMPH
Trendy Curves Invisible Solution
WHPM R299.95

TRIUMPH
T-Shirt Bra 35 WHPD Multi Way R349.95
50

TRIUMPH
Trendy Desire WP R299.95
Trendy Desire Hipster R149.95

Bulova
98P143
R5599.00
Just Cavalli
R7251127501
R2599.00
Just Cavalli
R7253598503
R3899.00

53

Photographer: Anton Robert Make-up: Sian Moss (One League) Hair: Merle Titus (Infidels) Stylist: Chloe Andrea Models: Nicola G - (Outlaws), Sarah Jane T - (Cover Model Management)
Shot on location at the Grand Cafe, Camps Bay

TRIUMPH
Body Make-up Lace W VP R349.95
Make-up Lace Hipster VP R209.95

TRIUMPH
Just Curves Invisible Solution WHU R299.95

So hot
right now

We chatted to a crop of fashion buyers to get the skinny on
this season’s most scorching lingerie trends.
You’re crawling the web to find the perfect cross-body bag with 70s-inspired fringe. You’re walking the mall flat in a quest
to nab a sporty pair of high-top trainers. But is your underwear getting an update too?
To help make sure your delicates are just as fashion-forward as your new summer wardrobe, we chatted to a few of
South Africa’s busiest lingerie buyers and creative heads for a breakdown of this season’s hottest trends.
WRITTEN BY: LEIGH VAN DEN BERG

ANIMAL INSTINCT
Animal-inspired prints have always been a lingerie staple, but right now the fashion
world seems to be gripped with a case of jungle fever. ‘Leopard is the statement
print, as always,’ says Taylor. ‘But now there’s a twist on the classic trend that sees
subtle printed trims as well as the full-blown skin print – but just a little bit more
toned down.’
Triumph’s product manager, Francoisnette van Hoogstraten, agrees that animal
print is where it’s at. This summer, her brand drew inspiration from a ‘Birds of
Paradise’ mood board that also features leopard print, but takes things even further
into the wild to include graphic prints inspired by Africa’s exotic fauna.
PRETTY PASTELS
According to Nobulali Ntombela, Jet’s specialist buyer for intimate wear and
swimwear, girlie pastels are huge. ‘This summer, one of the colour palettes you’ll
be seeing a lot of is dreamy and delicate, yet full of summery warmth. Shades like
periwinkle blue, soft apricot and almond cream set the scene.’
Taylor confirms the pastel trend, saying feminine lace-dominated pieces are one of
the best ways to express it. ‘There are no contrast colours within a garment: it’s all
about a head-to-toe pretty shade, from a soft washed pink to a muted duck egg with
lace on lace and simple bow trims.’

La Senza & Edgars Club Magazine special
selected Edgars stores nationwide. To qualify
offer is only valid on any full priced La Senza
down stock. Terms and Conditions apply. For

Edgars Thank U Account Card can be used to buy on credit at LA SENZA.

offer valid from 14 September - 31 October 2015. Available at La Senza stand-alone stores and
for this offer, simply cut this voucher out and bring it to your nearest La Senza counter. This special
bra and panty. This offer can not be used in conjunction with any other special dealings, sale or marked
further details please contact La Senza head-office on 021 - 447 77718 , or email info@lasenza.co.za

BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL
Not a pastels kind of girl? Never fear! Another palette that’s coming through loud
and clear is bold and bright. ‘Expect stunning jewel tones, captivating shades of
neon pink and electric blue to ensure you’re truly shining bright,’ says Ntombela.
These brights aren’t just limited to a solid hue, however. Things get fabulously
mixed up. ‘Expect demure tapestry-inspired florals, offset by a vibrant splash of
pink and orange lace as well as geometric lace cups adorned with contrasting polka
dot bows,’ she says.

C’EST ART?
If it’s Parisian, it’s in. Barber admits it was a French feeling that inspired Jockey’s
‘Precious’ collection. A romantic, lavish, line-up, it aims to conjure up memories
of Montmartre, a famous hill in Paris renowned as an art district. ‘The collection’s
prints take their cue from nature, so you’ll see flower patterns and flowing water,
while the colour palette is all about softened pinks, powdery blues, skin tones and
corals inspired by oil and pastel artwork.’
Art has also inspired a fresh crop of underwear at Triumph. One of the peacock
feather-coloured mood boards used to develop a look was entitled ‘Art à Porter’.
‘It’s about taking an artistic approach to fashion with patterns that are bold yet
delicate, created with nature as an inspiration,’ says Van Hoogstraten.
SPORTSLUXE
Last year the sportsluxe look was a trend on the rise, but now – thanks to a sweeping
global movement towards a healthier lifestyle (here’s looking at you, Kayla Itsines!)
– ‘Ath-fash’ is big news, and it extends to sportswear-inspired underwear too.
Another factor driving the trend is star power, says Victoria Taylor, Edgars’ head
of buying intimates. ‘A multitude of celebs, including Victoria Beckham and the
Kardashians, are now photographed leaving the gym,’ she says. ‘So the sports bra
has emerged as a fashion item, not just the weapon of support.’
According to Debbie Barber, Jockey’s head of design, this sporting trend inspired
the brand’s new Sport Expression line: ‘It’s a kaleidoscopic tribute to the future with
patterns that include photograph effects, geometric motifs, abstract graphics and
metallic finishes.’

continued...pg 59
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continued from...pg 57
CLASSIC ELEGANCE
Anyone who likes their lingerie to look timeless will appreciate the classically elegant
trend, which sees a surge in timeless fabrics like sheer mesh and barely-there lace.
‘Eyelash lace is the order of the day, trimming everything from corsets to bra sets,’
says Ntombela. The look can either be completely classic or swept forward to a
modern era by using old-world accents like embroidery, but in contrasting colours
and with the odd pop of neon. Still, the typical classic palette is sophisticated
shades of black, cream, nude and gold.

VITAMINS | SPORTS NUTRITION | SLIMMING

HERE COMES THE BRIDE
As summer’s the season to get married, you’ll be seeing a lot of bridal-inspired
lingerie in stores, says Taylor, adding that white is without question the colour of
the day. ‘Bridal underwear has to be beautiful with true attention to detail, and most
importantly it must fit perfectly. The trend now is for simple lines with less fuss and
more style: white on white with just a small flash of diamante on a clip or buckle.
Lace is the only acceptable trim.’ The baby-doll silhouette is seeing a resurgence
too – and that’s a perfect piece for the honeymoon!

HEALTHY MEAL REPLACEMENT TO
SUPPORT LEAN MUSCLE TONE AND
IMPROVED METABOLISM
GNC Total Lean Lean Shake 25 offers a well-balanced
blend of high-quality protein, fibre, vitamins and minerals.
With Oat beta-glucan a powerful, low-glycemic soluble fibre
that supports normal blood glucose levels.
With 25 g high-quality protein per serving, Total Lean Shake
25 helps support lean body mass.
Beyond the Blue L52023/ENG/SA LINGERIE 2

25 g

PROTEIN

8g

FIBRE

24

VITAMINS

Q UA L I T Y L I F E
Q UA L I T Y P R O D U C T S

Available at

Available in selected stores

CONCEPT
STORES

@GNC_SA

GNC South Africa

www.gnc.co.za

DELICATELY
DOES IT
It works tirelessly to support you every day, but are
you giving your underwear the TLC it deserves?

Here’s how to best wash, dry and care for your
breast’s best friends.
Hand washing is always best for anything delicate.
Just make sure you’re using a gentle washing
powder that lathers without you having to do
too much rubbing. If you do put your bras in the
washing machine, first do up any clasps so they
don’t catch and create pulls on any fabric. Then
put them inside a pillow case to protect them.
Ensure you’re using the shortest programme and
a low temperature setting on your machine if it
doesn’t have a specific one for delicates.
When it comes to drying, you can gently wring
panties, but it’s always best to leave bras to dry
flat on a towel that can absorb excess water. Need
that bra to dry in a flash? Forget the tumble drier,
which might shrink or damage it. Rather pop it in
the salad spinner!

OH, THE GLAMOUR!
Divas, eat your hearts out! Barber says a major trend that’s reflected in Jockey’s
latest line up is ‘Jet Set Glamour’, inspired by the glitterati of Beverly Hills, Monte
Carlo and even Bollywood. ‘They celebrate this season in an extravagant, exciting
style. Our patterns are glamorous vintage florals and wildlife to add interest, while
the colour palette is a luxurious mix of gold, silver, empowering black and white,
rich jewel tones and shimmery blues and pinks.’
Van Hoogstraten confirms that glamour and opulence are reflected in her brand’s
creations too. Much of what you’ll see in Triumph’s fresh crop of underwear
includes what she calls ‘feminine florals, interpreted as soft prints, but given a
dash of opulence thanks to bright shimmer and diamantes for special occasions.’

GO RETRO
‘Everything old is new again,’ says Ntombela, referring to how the 60s and 70s
are such a huge source of inspiration for this season’s fashion – and that includes
underwear too. This means the longline bra, a bra that extends downwards toward
your waist, is back in business. Vintage lace is often used as the fabric du jour, but
things are given a modern twist thanks to bright colours and fun prints.
According to Taylor, 60s pop is another retro-inspired emerging lingerie trend. ‘The
colours are bright: pink, yellow and cobalt, all backed up with black and white for
that real poptastic look,’ she says. ‘Silhouettes are simple, with a classic T-shirt bra
with cartoon prints and huge spots dominating.’ ◊
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2pk Flocked Mesh Bra

R119.99
R65.99

2pk Flocked Mesh Panties
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2pk Lace Balconette

R119.99
R65.99
2pk Lace Panties

2pk Lace T-shirt Bra

R119.99
R65.99
2pk Lace Panties
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2pk T-shirt Bra

R109.99
R65.99
2pk Panties
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R119.99
R65.99

2pk Flocked Mesh Panties

2pk Fashion Bra

R119.99
R65.99
2pk Fashion Panties

Photographer: Garreth Barclay (AgencyBook) Make-up: Tremayne West Hair: Natasha Papadopoulos (SuperNova) Stylist: Chrisna De Bruyn (One League)
Models: Gabriela (D&A), Tahnee (D&A), Simone Solomon (ICE Genetics), Lene’ (Outlaws)

2pk Flocked Mesh Bra

One account. Countless rewards.* Open your Jet Account today!
Offers valid from 14 – 11 October 2015 while stocks last. T&Cs apply. E&OE
*Thank U Rewards Programme is only available in South Africa, Namibia, Swaziland, Lesotho and Botswana.
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Who’ll be
taking it off?
Have they
done it before?

Will anyone
be watching?
Were you
impressed with
their skills?

SIMPLY
SEXY
Nothing kills the mood faster than an
inexpert fumbling with overly-elaborate
undies. Keep it simple, and your lingerie
won’t become an unwanted distraction
from what’s really important.

Do you
want to put on
a show?
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SECRET

Make tonight a night you’ll never forget!
Suspenders, garters, corsets … sure,
they’ll take time to take oﬀ, but
there’s no hurry tonight, is there?
Make every moment count!

Sometimes you need your underwear
to be more functional than artistic.
Choose something that makes your outfit
look great – no-one ever needs to know
what’s going on underneath!

STATEMENT

Free Spirit Single Bra Top R140.00
Single Tanga R100.00
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JOCKEY
No Panty Line Promise Enchanted Spot
Single Bikini R99.90
Single Vest R199.90
72

73

ITALIAN

SUMMER FIG
ALL YOU NEED TO WEAR THIS SEASON
NOW AVAILABLE IN ALL STORES

NEW

JOCKEY
3pk Colour Burst Pouch Trunk R230.00
74

JOCKEY
2pk Pouch Trunk R250.00
Americano
3pk Knicker Short R219.95
Single top R150.00
Single USA Jockey Original Pouch Trunk R149.95
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JOCKEY
No Panty Line Promise
Single Chemise R289.90
2pk Woven Boxer R240.00

Americano
3pk Knicker Short R219.95
Single Top R150.00
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JOCKEY
No Panty Line Promise Enchanted Stripe
Single Vest R199.90
Single Knicker R99.90
Single USA Jockey Original Pouch Trunk R149.95

USA

To celebrate the launch
o f Jo c k e y U S A O r i g i n a l s
in SA , we’re giving you
the cha nce to visit the
U S A , h o m e o f Jo c k e y.
To enter:
• Buy any Jockey USA Origina ls item
• SMS Jockey, the last four digits of the
barcode, your name and ID no. to 33722
SMSes cost R1,50
Free SMSes don’t apply
For T&Cs and stockist details,
visit www.jockey.co.za

THB/39606/MC

Contact:
Toll Free 0800 562539
JockeySA
@Jockey_SA
visit www.jockey.co.za
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ORIGINALS

No Panty Line Promise
Single Bra Top R49.99
Single Slip R129.99

JOCKEY
Americano
3pk Knicker Short R219.95
Single Top R150.00

Free Spirit
Single Bra top R140.00

2pk Woven Boxer R240.00
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A PROVEN THERMOGENIC FORMULA
THAT ENHANCES METABOLISM, BURNS
CALORIES & BOOSTS ENERGY LEVELS.
With its powerful ingredients, Burn 60 enhances cellular
metabolic activity.
A powerful thermogenic formula that increases calorie
burning by up to 60% to boost energy & metabolism.

200mg 495mg 272mg
GINGER ROOT
EXTRACT

Beyond the Blue L52023/ENG/SA LINGERIE 1

Photographer: Preyen Moodley (Loop Photography) Make-up: Sian Moss (Infidels) Hair: Marlinet Newman Stylist: Bronwyn Day - (SixLove) Models: Bianca Koyabe (ICE), Gabrielle Pollock (Boss),
Ashley Rothman (ICE), Warwick Denman (20 Management), Bongani (Boss)

Free Spirit
Single Bra Top R140.00
Single Knicker Short R100.00
3pk Colour Burst Pouch Trunk R230.00

GUARANA
ROOT

BLACK TEA
LEAVES

5mg

DILL WEED
EXTRACT

Q UA L I T Y L I F E
Q UA L I T Y P R O D U C T S

Available at

Available in selected stores

CONCEPT
STORES

@GNC_SA

GNC South Africa

www.gnc.co.za

MICHELLE VAN VUUREN, PARIS 2010
SHOT BY DANIELLE MIDENGE

STOCKIST INFO
BULOVA
www.jptime.co.za
CANAL WALK
Tel: 021 529 9600
www.canalwalk.co.za
EDGARS
Tel: 011 495 6000
www.edgars.co.za
GNC
www.gnc.co.za/stores
JET
www.jetonline.co.za
JOCKEY
Toll free number: 0800 562 539
www.jockey.co.za
LOVING TOUCH
Available at all major retailers
Customer care: 021 531 6969
SOVIET
www.sovietfashion.com
TRIUMPH INTERNATIONAL
Tel: 021 521 6700
za.triumph.com
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new website launching soon

www.wonderbra.co.za

BE THE CENTRE OF

ATTENTION

